Flying High – Book/Birds
A UNIQUE SCI-ART INSTALLATION STORY
DESIGNED AND PRODUCED BY ST HELEN AND ST KATHARINE
YEAR 10 STUDENTS

Foreword by Michael Brennand-Wood
Each visit to St Helen and St Katharine School has underlined the energy of learning inherent within
the fabric of the building. It is this that sparked the idea of creating an installation for, and with, the
students of the school, an idea which, thanks to a partnership with Jane McDonald, Head of Art and
the enthusiasm and collaborative working of all the girls and support from teaching staff in Art and
Science, has now ‘taken off’.
I liked the idea of the school as a creative nest, a home for the sharing and discussion of knowledge.
My proposal is that each one of the 101, Year 10 Girls will make a 3 dimensional, book/bird inspired
form that would be suspended at different heights, underneath the glass skylights in the Science
Atrium space. Books even in a digital age, are still a powerful symbol of learning. The book/birds
would fly through the atrium space and into the outer world, representative of aspiration,
personality, enquiry and future career paths. Each student will be designing and making a book that
is expressive of their personality and interests. We have compiled a long list of words that could be

referenced as a potential starting point for the design of a book/bird and you’ll find those in the bird
word cloud above.
Many of these words are suggestive of the types of energy, process and outcome found within the
three Sciences. In effect we would have three streams of thought, derived from three sciences, over
three floors. All of which I would hope, could be reflected in the final composition and installation.
This is a unique design collaboration, enabling girls, whatever their initial level of art interest or
expertise, to come together as imagineers, creators, designers and engineers and create a unique
piece of art.
This project was started in January 2017 and will be launched at the St Helen and St Katharine
Summer Art Exhibition on June 16th 2017.
Follow the girls’ Blog - http://sciartproject.blogspot.co.uk/

CHAPTER 1. INSPIRATION
“A book is a dream you hold in your hand.” Neil Gaiman
Book/Birds

























The shape of an opened book as a symbol of flight, knowledge, aspiration
Pop Up Books - imagery bursting out of the book
Library in space
Bookshelves
Birds – names, species, symbolism in literature and myth
Flight
Paper Aeroplanes – forms, ideas or folding, origami
Book Dust Jackets – imagery, graphics, one material over another
Paper or cloth dust jacket hanging off a book, double image
Soft Back - Hard Back
Bundle
Scroll
Wrapped or Packaged Book
Words, letters, sentences coming out of the book
Book Jacket – Literally, a play on words
Cut into a book, so the outer covers have lace/filigree quality
Wired 3D letters, falling out of a book
Single 3D letters wired together
Index
Text - Content
Folded pages to create unusual shapes
Two or more book forms, collaged together
Type of book, reference, novel, handbook







Colour – could be related to science
Fantasy – Graphic Novels
Scientific – Chemistry, Physics, Biology
Consider diagrams from science books as a starting point.
Develop compositions based on processes found in science, for example fusion, synthesis,
petri dish, vibration, heat, and movement

THE MODEL – THE VISION

References: The concept for the model came from original St Helen’s students’ work:

CHAPTER 2. OUR DARK MATERIALS
As lighting is critical to the installation, students will also investigate how solar power, fibre optics
and spot lighting might enhance the work, Lighting and reflective surfaces would create shadows
and drama in the evening or in low light conditions.

We can also look at several collage images based on the Glow Sticks Workshop we did in the
classroom. The images could provide the overall composition, energy moving through space or even
additional ideas for book jackets.

In terms of manufacture and materials, our proposal is to literally extend the book format,
referencing 3 classic sizes of book, Folio, Quarto and Octavo as a guide for proportion. In real terms
these would be around 75 x 45cm, 45 x 37.5cm and 37.5 x 22cm.
Plywood can be used as a basis for the cover with possibly plastics we can, cut, shape and cover with
cloth or canvas. There’s a lot of sample imagery based work in the art department, either on canvas
or paper or via photography. Plus we could easily scan science imagery, which is what I have used in
the model. The Glow Sticks photography workshop we ran together also produced very rhythmic
imagery that could be used as a basis for the books jacket/form and the overall composition.
Plywood is easy to cut, join, rivet, hinge, we can route into, insert plastic and other metallic
reflective surfaces. Plastics could be moulded and twisted and joined onto the wood book jacket,
projecting into space. I’d suggest students, research and design a book/bird on paper, folding and
creating a model of what they would like to make. We could then assess this for technical and safety
concerns pre manufacture.

CHAPTER 3. MANUFACTURING BEAUTY
Books to be made in 3 Sizes:





















Folio, Quarto and Octavo as a guide for proportion, in real terms these would be around 75 x
45cm, 45 x 37.5cm and 37.5 x 22cm
Cut book covers out of Plywood 9 mm thick?
Covers to be Hinged Together? Metal hinge bolted to Plywood or 2 thinner sheets of
Plywood with flexible hinge trapped in between sheets?
Imagery could be sourced from science illustrations and painted or printed onto plywood
book. Imagery could be photo shopped and printed onto cloth or paper
3D Printer
3D Fabric, soft shapes
Welding
Router
560-320 Bed Size Girls School
1200-500 Bed Size Boys School
Laser Cutter 600mm Square Bed
Cut 9mm Ply or MDF
Screen Print on Wood
Perspex
Shaped twisted, folded plastic forms bursting out of book
Vinyl
Cut Polypropylene, similar to the examples in the classroom
Reflective, mirrored surfaces attached to book
Look at materials, which store and reflect light - solar power
Look at Kite Construction, fabric tensioned via plastic rods

CHAPTER 4. WHAT’S THE STORY?

In class, students take the time to experiment and find a flight path for their creative ideas.

CHAPTER 5. MAGIC IN THE MAKING OF MAQUETTES

CHAPTER 6. UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL

CHAPTER 7. IDEAS TAKING FLIGHT
Our students are well into producing their full size Book/Birds and behind the scenes Mrs
McDonald is extremely busy managing the logistics and the mechanics of the installation,
from sourcing materials for the main metal structure, which will be suspended from the
Science Atrium ceiling; to commissioning architects and engineers who will work out exactly
how it is going to get up there – and stay there! Michael is a regular feature of the school as
he mentors and inspires the students to explore all the possibilities with their creations.

WATCH THIS SPACE FOR MORE BOOK/BIRD PROGRESS…

Michael Brennand-Wood Profile

Michael is internationally regarded as one of the most innovative and inspiring artists working in
textiles. He has occupied a central position in the research, origination and advocacy of
Contemporary International Art Textiles. A defining characteristic of his work has been a sustained
commitment to the conceptual synthesis of contemporary and historical sources, in particular the
exploration of three-dimensional line, structure and pattern. He has persistently worked within
contested areas of textile practice, embroidery, pattern, lace and recently floral imagery.
He believes that the most innovative contemporary textiles emanate from an assured understanding
of both textile technique and history. Michael has explored and developed his own techniques
inventing many new and imaginative ways of integrating textiles with other media.
Examples of Michaels work can be seen in major public, corporate and private collections worldwide
including the Victoria and Albert Museum, the 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art,
Kanazawa and the National Gallery of Australia.
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